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Abstract 
For solving the problem that typical Iterated Function System(IFS for short) attractor is very "regular",we attempt to 
use bilinear transformation IFS through geometric approach, and use it to simulate fractal plant. The results show that 
bilinear transformation IFS can generate attractors with a higher degree of flexibility、reality, and a higher modeling 
capability. It's important to research nonlinear interactive fractal modeling algorithm.  
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology. 
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1. Introduction 
    Iterated Function System(shorted as IFS) is  an important topic in fractal, and has become a powerful 
tool for generating attractors. Especially it is useful for image compression and natural scene simulation. 
Typical IFS consists of contractive transformations which are often linear transformations. Linear 
transformation only can map line to line, parallelogram to another parallelogram, so typical IFS attractors 
are not natural and inflexible. For solving this problem, Eduard groller and CHEN Lian studied nonlinear 
IFS respectively[1-3] , LIU Shu-qun etc. studied IFS based on polynomial transformation, and generated 
fractal attractors[4], they are all natural and elaborate.  
   Lots of  scholars have a lot of activement in botany field by using fractal. YANG hui-jun etc. pointed 
out that plant growing consistents with fractal intrinsic (they are all iterated),and then used fractal 
dimension to recognize plants[5] ;LUO yan etc. improved L-system and used Bezier curve to simulated 
bamboo trunk bending by gravity[6];ZHOU wen-li studied plant modeling based on B-spline curve[7];
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WANG yan studied 3D bamboo reconstruction based on fractal method[8] ; MA Shi-an presented dynamic 
approach method of  forest scenery based on IFS[9].
    Another problem that using typical  IFS is the difficultly of getting IFS code. In [10], studied 
interactive attractor generating algorithm which based on affine map. Based on [10], this paper studied 
interactive fractal attractor generating algorithm by using  bilinear  transformation IFS . The experimental 
results show, this method not only can solve the difficulty of getting IFS code , but also can generate 
much more realistic and natural attractors. 
2. IFS Based on Bilinear Transformation 
2.1. Bilinear Transformation 
Bilinear transformation is 
3210 )1()1()1)(1( ppppp ′−+′+′−+′−−= ηξξηηξηξ  ,                                                         (1)
It can  map parallelogram to arbitrary quadrilateral[11].
    If  0=ξ ,equation(1) is η)( 030 pppp ′−′+′= ;                                                                        (2) 
    If 0=η ,equation(1) is ξ)( 010 pppp ′−′+′= .                                                                          (3) 
Equations (2) and (3) are all linear transformation. Of course, linear transformation is the special case 
of bilinear transformation. 
2.2. IFS Based on Bilinear Transformation 
Definition 1. In },,2,1,,{IFS niwX i L= , if ),3,2,1( nii L=ω is bilinear transformation, then this 
IFS is called IFS based on Bilinear transformation, denoted as },,2,1,,{BIFS niwX i L= .
This paper did not discuss the convergence of BIFS.That is if exist attractor or not, and what 
conditions  must satisfy, BIFS exists an attractor, will be discussed in next work.  
2.3. Interactive Designing of  Bilinear Transformation 
We use four-transformation represent bilinear transformation, which can map standard square to 
arbitrary quadrilateral ,shown in  Fig. 1, of course, " topbottomrightleft ,,, "are the corresponding four 
borders of the standard square . 
    
Fig. 1  Interactive Designing of  Bilinear  Transformation   
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Written leftrightWidth −= , bottomtopHeight −= ,so point ),( yx location proportion are   
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left−= ξα
,              Height
bottom−= ηβ
,
Corresponding fix-proportion points in  border side are 
)( 010 pppa −+= α ，     )( 323 pppb −+= α ,
)( 030 pppc −+= β ，    )( 121 pppd −+= β .
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We must use division to get X , so we first get a , b or c , d  points,and then determine X according
to ratio. So (for example first getting a , b ):
)]()([)()( 010323010 pppppppppabaX −−−−++−+=−+= ααβαβ
     )()()( 321003010 ppppppppp −+−+−+−+= αββα
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  If 1,1 ==−== toprightbottomleft , above equation is bilinear transformation,  substitute ),( yx
for ),( ηξ , substitute ),( ''' yxX  for X  , above equation is  
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3. Plant Simulating Examples and Analysis  
We chose four point coordinates )1,1(),1,1(),1,1(),1,1( −−− as the four vertexes of standard square. 
We constructed bilinear transformation IFS by geometry method, that is, every directed-quadrilateral 
represents a bilinear transformation. According to section 2,we realized above algorithm,and then 
generated a lot of fractal images.BIFSs and their attractors are shown in Fig.2. BIFS1,BIFS3 and BIFS4 
are all composed of three bilinear transformations,their attractors are plant1, plant3 and plant4. plant1 can 
simulate flower set, plant3 and plant4 can simulate sprawling plant;BIFS5 and BIFS6 are all composed of 
six bilinear transformations, corresponding attractors (plant5 and plant6) can simulate tree or grass,they 
are all natural and realistic; BIFS2 is composed of four bilinear transformations, its attractor plant2 can 
simulate plant which is bending because of sunlight.  
               
                    BIFS1                                      plant1                                                           BIFS2                                     plant2         
                   
                    BIFS3                                     plant3                                                         BIFS4                                      plant4         
             
                    BIFS5                                         plant5                                             BIFS 6                                          plant6         
Fig. 2 Plant Simulating Examples 
Compared with affine map and L-system: 
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(1) Affine map can map one line to another line, parallelogram to another , but bilinear transformation 
can map one parallelogram to arbitrary quadrilateral, BIFS attractors are much more natural and flexible 
than affine IFS attractors.  
(2) L-system is very useful for bifurcation structure, especially  it has absolute advantage to simulating 
plant. But L-system is formal language and characteristic string rewriting, lacks of visual effect, and not 
easy to realize. IFS is composed of transformations, so it can be represented by geometry  graph,and is 
easy to realize. 
4. Conclusions and Next Work 
This paper presented the IFS based on bilinear transformation, and applied it to simulate plant, it can 
solve the problem that typical IFS attractor is inflexible and not natural.The results show that this 
algorithm can generate more natural , realistic and complicated fractal graph. Bilinear transformation is 
extended by affine map, so all typical IFS can be represented by bilinear transformation IFS.  
Next, we will study fractal morphing and recursive IFS by using this algorithm;  and will use B-spline  
and bicubic transformation to make more powerful modeling by IFS. 
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